
TO: THE IRS,    Retha Zulager, dept manager.

FROM: JAMES FRANK OSTERBUR
SSN# 338-46-2535

DATED 11/21/11

RE:   your letter LTROO86C   dated 2011-11-17

I do not request a settlement hearing/
 I DEMAND a legal hearing in a court of law: to decide as

indicated throughout “this conversation with you”:   if you OWE ME
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.  This demand for a constitution al guaranteed
right, to each and every citizen/ that has been denied to me. If you as an
employee of our government called WE THE PEOPLE/     are entitled to
participate in, or make a decision on your own, to destroy or deny a
foundation principle of the UNITED STATES CONSTITUT ION; which is
first amendment redress of grievances LAW.  As have the courts.

A COURTROOM CASE:  To decide and demonstrate the reality of our
contract as THE government of this nation, through WE THE PEOPLE: asking if
our employees have kept your oath.  The oath to this nation to gain your job; and
the reality of conduct by its truth indicating IF all our employees for this nation,
have obeyed/ or denied that oath.

 A COURTROOM CASE:  To decide the critical responsibility of an oath to
protect, defend, and obey the constitution IN ITS ENTIRETY/ thereby reaping the
reward of a salary for that work and its consequent employment.  OR IN THE
CONTRARY, having failed to uphold the oath, the oath you:  declared would
be done for this government, our constitution of this UNITED STATES, and we
the people.  When failure:  Denies your right to collect or distribute taxes:  
because you are in open rebellion against the constitutional law, against we the
people, and our democracy;   that gives you your job. 

 Failure to obey your oath is a criminal offense/ failure to obey and
respect the constitution is a sign of treason, the act of a traitor to this nation.  A
reality that shall not be payed. A truth that MUST be defended against, as is being
done here in this demand for court today.  Prove your oath/ prove the constitution



is obeyed as sworn.

DUE PROCESS as assigned to you and declared a constitutional right to me
under the 7th amendment grants to me a courtroom of law, for financial and more
important values as is freedom, liberty, and literally defense of this nation.  The
first amendment grants me “legal redress of grievances”. The right to call the
people together in a legal forum to decide if: we will demand accountability and
investigation of the evidence: proving what is or is not true.  The thirteenth
amendment declares I shall not be a slave/ which is denied to me, by the fact that
our currency HAS BEEN SO INFLATED over the last few decades that the
federal reserve now claims an asset value of over 154 trillion dollars, divided by
311 million citizens that is nearly one half million dollars per citizen, babies/
prisoners/ and all. Divided equally every single citizen should have $500,000.00/
IT AIN’T SO.  By declaring that money AS debt instead of inflation: WE HAVE
BEEN ROBBED.  Instead of reaping reality/ the few in powerful positions took all
that inflation (the claim of money is: the people will work for me, and surrender
their resources and property to me) for themselves: and gave us the debt, claiming
they are rich/ and we are poor.  IT IS MONOP0LY MONEY, it is counterfeit
money/ it is a blind and deliberate theft and confiscation of property and the value
worked for and secured, from every life in America and many around this world. 
And now there exists, many around this world who believe we shall be their slaves
too.  It is a redistribution of our wealth as citizens of this nation/ TO THE
WEALTHY instead.  It is anarchy and the delusion of numbers.  It is treachery,
trickery, and treason.  YOU STOLE, or more correctly YOU HELPED the others
steal; by destroying the value of our currency, and declaring yourselves “rich”. 
That fact requires a courtroom/ and that is the only compromise I make.  

While it is true I cannot stop you from stealing more from me/ INSTEAD
OF PROVING YOUR RIGHT in a courtroom of law; you are the “current mafia/
organized criminals” in charge.  That fact simply hinges on a courtroom: it proves
a criminal conspiracy/ an absolute corruption/ and a blind arrogance that is
building toward civil war.  OR, you will prove obedience to the law, by providing
the courtroom I seek: wherein redress and other foundation principles of our
constitution SHALL rule.

 Although civil war is imminent, without justice/ it is not from me.  
Because if the law is not substantial enough to move this society/ then I just
won’t belong to it anymore; you will be abandoned to your fate. 

I DEMAND THE LAW CALLED CONSTITUTIONAL FIRST



AMENDMENT REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES SHALL BE KEPT, BY OUR
EMPLOYEES. That is my demand.

  Your failure to properly respond:  recognizes that you have refused to
enforce/ or participate in enforcing, a law of the constitution which governs this
nation.  You have chosen to deny a declared “GUARANTEED RIGHT” of every
citizen in this nation.  You have abridged the privileges (my right to redress trial/
the contract we THE PEOPLE,  have with our employees that states: YOU WILL
OBEY THE CONSTITUTION) and the immunities of legal protection provided by
our access to a courtroom, and its provision for DUE PROCESS provided to me.  

Litigation prior to this day, and during this day A LL PROVE the court
refuses the law.  YOU HAVE NO SUCH RIGHT.  Nor does any employee
particularly in the IRS have a right to collect taxes used specifically for the
destruction of democracy or the denial of our constitution or our rule as WE
THE PEOPLE over you our employees.

 Employment of persons WHO DO OBEY OUR LAW, we are obligated to
pay.  If however you deliberately refuse or fail to obey the law/ then you are rebels
in open attack against this nation, bent on anarchy and destruction:  of a
deliberate law, a foundation of our nation, our right to accountability and the
rule called democracy.  For what do I owe you money/ why should I pay for the
bankruptcy of this nation/ how should we repay, for the endless threats for
extinction/ the gambling with an entire planet/ the failure of fools, bastards, and
whores:  who chose to “play god” with our lives?  Because that is where our taxes
went/ therefore a demand or call for tax revolt.

  Exactly what did you do, that was within constitutional intent:   the design
of the preamble of the constitution to govern direction and law.  In case you are
ignorant:   the preamble correctly interpreted says, “LIFE must come FIRST, you
fail/ it says, PROTECT THE CHILDREN,  you fail/ it says DO YOUR BEST
FOR JUSTICE AND SOCIETY,  you didn’t even try, choosing greed and
destruction instead.  ESTABLISHING JUSTICE is proven a fraud and a deceit by
ridicule.  Our employees run a courtroom in absolute defiance to constitutional
law; proven by irrefutable evidence in case after case throughout all levels of the
judiciary.  PROVING CONSPIRACY AND CORRUPTION AND
COLLUSION IN OPEN DEFIANCE OF THE CONSTITUTION OF T HIS
UNITED STATES OF AMERICAN.  Which means your actions are as traitors. 
Why do I owe you money for that/ do we not owe you a prison cell instead.  I
stand in this matter;  as a citizen fighting for this democracy and its law.  That sure
as hell, ain’t you.

You refused justice for the people and chose GREED for the few.  You
refused reality and chose DELUSION for loans and guarantees and securities and



everything else, pretending that wall street was anything but a counterfeiter (which
it clearly is).   Instead of reality, as is “FAIR PLAY” FOR ALL/ you made the
few: “our rulers”, by stripping the majority of everything they worked for or
owned.  Foreclosing, destroying, denying, and debilitating an entire nation:   FOR
YOUR FANTASIES ( nobody has to pay [except the slaves]/ we can pretend
“debt don’t matter”).  In every sense of the word: the employees of 

this government: which is called the contract of our constitution/ our
agreement, as the law identified between ourselves as,  we the people.  Our
restrictions upon the employees who would work for us only by sworn oath to
obey that constitution in full/ or face prison.

 HAS BEEN TRAMPLED UPON, by our employees, who stole everything
they could find; and when they could not find more; THEY STOLE FROM
EVERY CHILD.  And when that was not enough, you stole from the world. and
when that was not enough, you stole the homes and the lives which are a
foundation to this nation.  As every anarchist does: FULLY INTENDING to tear
it down, by your dreams and images of playing god over our head/ by making us
your slaves, with numbers without end for you/ and endless work and loss for us. 
“You get all the money”/ we get all the debt: what could be more clear!  and
then comes taxes, to steal the rest.  

I DEMAND A COURTROOM:   WHERE THE LAW, CALLED
REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES IS OBEYED!   OR you prove that the law
written into first amendment guaranteed rights: is in error!   WHERE THE
PEOPLE HAVE THEIR SAY, AS IS REDRESS:   without open rebellion and a
judicial war, against the law.   One way or the other, the answer here is:    this
choice (our future/ the investigation of our past) belongs to we the people, it is
not yours.  It is ours:  as the constitution provides for the safety and security of
this nation:   called DEMOCRACY/ by redress.

  There is no other settlement.  Prove you obey the law/ or prove the
constitutional law, that governs our employees: thereby telling our employees
what they MUST DO FOR US, is wrong.

  Prove an oath is without meaning/ or the evidence of complete anarchy and
open rebellion is NOT traitorous. 

 Prove you didn’t steal the entire nation blind, and bankrupt us all, with your
delusions and your fantasy and your disease of a diploma that knows nothing, for
the sake of life, duty, honor, respect, or anything else of value to a nation, a world,
or life itself.  “Toys don’t count”. 

 Prove your gambling with this entire earth, threatening every life with
extreme experiments is NOT AGAINST the very nature and reality of our



agreement as a people.
  Prove securing the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity; has

not become:  nothing more than a sewer, for the filth of your disease.  The disaster
of minds so disfigured with pride, greed, and selfishness: you cannot comprehend
LIFE MUST COME FIRST.  Shame on you all.

 Do it, and I will pay the taxes without further protest.  Fail, and as is
common to thieves:   you will steal instead.   It’s a choice. 

Once that is done.  After a courtroom of law decides the constitutional
demand of a guaranteed right; and the contractual duty of both an oath, and your
employment.  THEN and only then, shall we talk about how much money you owe
me/ instead of I owe you: for insisting you shall NOT BE “our” RULER.   Rather;
all shall  return to being our employee, and do what you gave your word, “YOU
WOULD OBEY THE CONSTITUTION”/ and thereby, accepted the threat of
prison if you did not do so.  Did you not consume my life, with your failures. 
How is this my job/ because you refuse to obey the law, and refuse to obey your
oath/ and refuse to surrender a courtroom to me as is DUE PROCESS/ and SO
MUCH MORE.  You owe me, and this nation.  Let the citizens themselves decide
how much/ let the evidence decide who goes to prison in this day.  Let the truth
and nothing but the truth decide.


